
APS 2023-2024 Grade 4 & 5 Human Growth and Development Lessons
(Revised in Summer 2023)

Lesson Resources:
AMAZE.ORG RESOURCE

FLASH Curriculum Puberty Day 1 Lesson
FLASH Curriculum Puberty Day 2 Lesson

AMAZE.ORG RESOURCE
3R'S WEBSITE FOR K-12 SEXUALITY

3R'S CURRICULUM RESOURCE
The Great Body Shop “Growing Up” Lessons

Lexington Public Schools Grade 4 Human Growth and Development Curriculum
Notes from Lexington's Julie Fenn

Materials/preparation needed for lessons:
● Projector/screen or smartboard to view lesson slides

● Paper/Index Cards for student questions for the question Box.
● Handouts if doing the Growing & Changing Survey and Best and Hardest Things About Growing Up as an

activity rather than discussion or Google Form.
● Cards for the “What Happens When” Activity (1 set per 3-4 students).
● Worksheet for “The Best and the Hardest Things About Growing Up”

● Products/Bag for “Product Surprise” Activity

Grade 4 Slides
Grade 5 Slides

(THERE ARE ALSO NOTES IN THE SLIDES)
Puberty Vocabulary List

Grade 4 Lesson One:
Topics: Stages of Development, Growing up, Sex Assigned at Birth, Gender Identity, Puberty

Why Are We Here? Why Learn about this? Growing up can be an awkward time! But it can be fun too. During the
transition from childhood to adulthood, there are lots of amazing changes that happen to our bodies. The more you
understand what’s going on when you begin to notice these changes, the less confusing or scary they will be. Typically,
the more you talk about a topic, the more comfortable you are with it and less shocked. Though this may be the first
time you’ve talked about the names of parts of the body and what human bodies are able to do, you can expect that
you’ll continue to explore these topics in future grades.

https://amaze.org/
https://kingcounty.gov/~/media/depts/health/family-planning/documents/elementary-school/may-2022/ES11-Puberty-1.ashx?la=en
https://kingcounty.gov/~/media/depts/health/family-planning/documents/elementary-school/may-2022/ES12-Puberty-2.ashx?la=en
https://amaze.org/
https://www.3rs.org/#:~:text=Rights%2C%20Respect%2C%20Responsibility%20builds%20on,health%20and%20make%20responsible%20decisions.
https://www.dropbox.com/s/xeyxkj1wa6oj1yf/3Rs_ALL_Lesson_Plans.pdf?dl=0
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1QrqrtNwbMWUYKEIcUABnc4T76ELDAv8ZZ1grbhY-0to/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1cwUMxAW8vAq5Kxg3s-Dk_Jhao6Bgd9az-9L1GPU_Et4/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1iOYy6wVPcjRFkHcGqDia7KMKO0FnmA13_b3Pxhq30gI/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1tCTBqJYcmiYzslGp4wydAlNozWOUSVOetVaPRuexxjE/edit
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1eg0H-cu0KrdciuvbIKcG0biM3uuhUUzzhe-a8HBK2kw/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1UKgzsI18yPlr1SHFRMPQ7t9GER_ike1zdwHoDZjpI9U/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/13WEGXOnPAyK7c3m3a69gZDQGeL-1VBHJVF9KcB64zyM/edit


Index Cards for Question Box: Pass out index cards here so students can write down a question if it happens to come
up during the lesson.

“Think of a bear…” Exercise: Ask students to think of a bear to show how many different images come to mind. It’s a
good way to demonstrate that we shouldn’t assume everyone is coming from the same perspective or understands
every word. In these lessons, we’ll talk about changes to our bodies. As we get into this discussion, there will be times
when it’s ok to laugh and be silly, like if we’re playing a game. There will be other times when we’ll be having a serious
conversation, and it’s never going to be ok to laugh at what another person says.

Alternate Way to present this activity:
Ask the students to draw or write what comes to mind when they think of a bear.

Classroom Norms/Group Agreement:
Together, we will create a list of Classroom Norms. As we create this group agreement, think of what would make you
feel safe, comfortable, and included. Examples include:



Can add:
-Agree to disagree/respect our differences
-Don’t yuck my yum
-Say “ouch” and “oops”
Teacher reviews the list with students.
Ask: Are there any other agreements you would like to add? (Record answers).
Continues: If you agree with these rules please give a thumbs up.
(Students should signify agreement either by giving thumbs up or have them each annotate the slide, or volunteers read back
each norm).

It is difficult to experience fear and curiosity at the same time. If you are curious or excited about learning, you will
actually become less afraid and more confident, as well as feel more positive about the content. You can practice “I
notice/I wonder” when you are having strong feelings during these lessons. Notice how you are feeling, and be curious
about why you are feeling that way.

What is Human Growth & Development? The stages of development, changes in our body throughout our lives.

What Happens When Activity:
Students will work in small groups to arrange cards in order from birth to adulthood.
CARDS TO PRINT AND CUT

● Once all groups have decided on the order, share and discuss how these times are “approximate” and different
for everyone.

● Ask students if they have any questions about any of the stages.
● Summarize by pointing out that “puberty” is one part/stage of growing up.

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1iOYy6wVPcjRFkHcGqDia7KMKO0FnmA13_b3Pxhq30gI/edit


Puberty is the period during which adolescents (definition below) reach sexual maturity and become capable of
reproduction. Our bodies change from the moment we are born and keep changing our whole lives. Everything that’s
alive grows and changes. There is a time when kids’ bodies do more than just grow taller and bigger. Puberty (from the
Latin word pubertas, or adult) is just a name given to this “in-between” time, which is why you’ll hear folks refer to it as
the “tween” years.

Adolescence (from Latin adolescence, meaning 'to grow up') includes puberty but also includes all of the new thoughts,
feelings, relationships, freedom, responsibilities, and emotional growth kids have as they become adults. Adolescence
is usually associated with the teenage years, but it begins earlier and ends later. [Dictionary: a transitional stage of
physical and psychological development between childhood and adulthood that starts with puberty.]

Feelings About Discussing Growing Up/Puberty:

Embarrassment
• Explore why students might find this topic difficult to discuss.
• Embarrassment is common; giggling or blushing, and wiggling in chairs is expected.
• Most people want to know about their bodies and those whose bodies are different from theirs.
• Knowing the information helps youth to feel more comfortable and prepared as they go through puberty.
• Discuss why parents or other trusted adults might also feel embarrassment. Adults can feel embarrassed too (think
children are too young, no one ever talked to them, it is a private topic, not used to discussing it, or think they should
have all the answers).



Knowing/Not Knowing
• Tell students that you’re going to ask lots of questions today and whether they know or don’t know the answer, both
are okay.

• Is important to learn about puberty; helps to understand the changes that are/will happen.
• Some students have very limited knowledge and others know more.
• For some, this may be the first opportunity to explore the changes of puberty.
• For those with some knowledge, it is important to continue to talk about puberty and to make sure that the
information they have is correct.

• Students may have learned about these topics from friends or the media. Unfortunately, those sources are not
always accurate.

Asking questions
• Tell students that this is not a forbidden topic and it’s okay to learn about it.
• If a student has a question, it’s likely other students have the same question.
• Introduce the question box (if using).
• Explore why asking friends isn’t the best option.

Knowing about how all bodies change.
• We spend a lot of our lives relating to people of different genders (fathers, brothers, sons, mothers, sisters,
daughters). If we learn about everyone and their concerns, perhaps we can understand them better and can improve
our relationships with them.

• This is a good opportunity to understand and communicate in a respectful way with people whose gender is different
from yours.

• Puberty is a time of change that can be both exciting and frightening.
In this lesson students have the opportunity to learn about the basic physical, emotional, social and thinking (cognitive)
changes that happen during puberty.

The Best and Hardest Things About Growing Up: Can do this activity as a discussion or partner/group activity then
share.

Before we learn more about the physical changes and body systems . . . Here we will review language that we will
use when talking about physical changes during puberty.



Defining Sex Assigned At Birth, Gender Identity and Gender Expression:
Use Slide and Who Are You? Book as a resource

It is common for people to confuse sex assigned at birth and gender, but they’re actually different things. Sex Assigned
at Birth is a label — male or female — that you’re assigned by a doctor or midwife at birth based on the genitals you’re
born with. It goes on your birth certificate. Intersex is a general term used for a person who is born with reproductive
organs or sexual anatomy that doesn’t seem to match the typical anatomy. Gender is much more complex: It’s a social
and legal status, and a set of expectations from society, about behaviors, characteristics, and thoughts. Each culture
has standards about the way that people should behave based on their gender. This is also generally male or female.
But instead of being about body parts, it’s more about how you’re expected to act. Gender identity is how you feel
inside and how you express your gender through clothing, behavior, and personal appearance. It’s a feeling that begins
very early in life. Gender Expression is how someone may express their gender identity.

Academic Conversation: In small groups, students will discuss the following questions and can volunteer to share with
the class.

Optional activities:

Go Fish Activity:



● Make enough copies of this sheet Go Fish HGD Grade 4, cut out the cards and distribute so that each student
receives at least four randomly.

● Students walk around the room asking each other the question “Do you have…?” similar to the card game Go
Fish.

● For example, “Do you have the definition for gender identity?” or “Do you have the vocabulary word for what a
person knows their gender to be which may or may not match what their genitals look like?”.

● If the student asked does not have the vocabulary word or definition needed, that student says “Go Fish!” and
both students find a different classmate to ask.

● If a student finds a pair that matches, that student brings the match to teacher to check and keep.
● Students can only ask one question at a time. Then find a different classmate to ask.
● Once a student is no longer holding any cards, that student sits down at their desk.
● Lesson Extension: Teacher times students first round, then redistributes cards and challenges the students to

beat their original time round two.

What Does Gender Mean to You Art Activity:

Growing and Changing Survey: This survey can be done individually with a share, as a discussion or as a google
form where results can be shared at the start of the day 2 class.

Make a copy to use at your schools of this Google Form version of this survey.survey

https://docs.google.com/document/d/10-ggKnewU-Lta02xNm4fTu6C-ch7Z44HqvSsvy1lvZg/edit
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSfPPkDq_bYDjfcVIdXk-oBwsMc0sM1WUEb_7JSzRNTzCdaS-A/viewform?usp=sharing


Question Box: We use a box and index cards or small pieces of paper. Everyone submits a card with a question or
comment; it is anonymous because everyone submits a card. At our next lesson, I’ll answer your questions that you’re
asking today. It’s normal to feel uncomfortable or weird when bringing up the changes that are or will happen to your
body, but the adults in your life care about you and are glad to be able to answer questions. Once you start talking
about this topic, it gets easier every time. For most kids, parents and other adult caregivers are your primary health
educators. If you’re feeling nervous about bringing up a question, you can try writing it down or talking about it in the car,
where you don’t have to look at each other. If you really can't talk to your parents or guardian about what's going on with
your body, find an adult you trust — like an older sibling, cousin, aunt or uncle, grandparent, teacher, counselor, or
doctor — to answer your questions.

Homework: Have students complete this assignment if they are comfortable. They may share if they would like the next
class.

Grade 4 Lesson Two:
Topics: Changes During Puberty, Products for Puberty, Bullying



Shares from Homework Assignment and Growing and Changing Survey (if done last class):

Question Box Answers:

Review of what we learned in the last lesson and Puberty Definition:
The period during which adolescents reach sexual maturity and become capable of reproduction.



Changes During Puberty:

Emotional, Social and Cognitive Changes:
Some changes that occur during puberty you can see and others you cannot, such as the changes that are happening
to the brain. The brain is under construction during puberty and construction won’t be complete until the early twenties.
• It is common for students going through puberty to feel like they’re on an “emotional rollercoaster”, happy, positive
and confident one minute, sad/angry, withdrawn or nervous the next minute. Students might also identify feelings of
confusion, loneliness or excitement.

• Encourage students to seek out credible information and to talk to a trusted adult if they continue to have feelings
that they need support with..

• Trusted adults may include family, family friends, counselors, teachers, school nurses, school social workers, health
care providers, doctors, faith leaders, etc.

What Types of Changes Happen During Puberty:

Physical Changes of Puberty:
Get taller.
Grow breasts (people who have a uterus).
Weight gain.



Grow hair under arms, on legs, around genitals.
Get acne.
Hair texture may change.
Hormones are raging.
Voice deepens.
Spontaneous erections (people who have a penis).
Menstruation (people who have a uterus).
Wet dreams (people who have a penis).
Hips widen.
Voice cracks.
Muscle growth.
Sweat starts to smell.

Products That Help Manage Physical Changes:

Social Changes of Puberty:
May want to try more and riskier things.
More interested in being with friends.
May have more conflict with parents.
Start to become interested in others as more than friends/crushes.



Emotional Changes of Puberty:
Mood swings: you feel great one minute, then really sad or angry the next.
Anxiety and stress.
Intense feelings.
Feel self-conscious about how your body looks.
Might have a hard time making up your mind/feel unsure a lot.
Feel “paranoid” like everyone’s looking at/talking about you.

Making Sense of Social & Emotional Changes Optional Activity:

Taking a Stand Against Bullying Optional Activity:



Young People Making a Difference to Stop Bullying Optional Share:

Wrap Up and Closure:



Grade 5 Lesson One:
Topics: Puberty Review, Pituitary Gland, Hormones, Products

Why Are We Here? Why Learn about this? Growing up can be an awkward time! But it can be fun too. During the
transition from childhood to adulthood, there are lots of amazing changes that happen to our bodies. The more you
understand what’s going on when you begin to notice these changes, the less confusing or scary they will be. Typically,
the more you talk about a topic, the more comfortable you are with it and less shocked. Though this may be the first
time you’ve talked about the names of parts of the body and what human bodies are able to do, you can expect that
you’ll continue to explore these topics in future grades.

Index Cards for Question Box: Pass out index cards here so students can write down a question if it happens to come
up during the lesson.

Classroom Norms/Group Agreement:
Together, we will create a list of Classroom Norms. As we create this group agreement, think of what would make you
feel safe, comfortable, and included. Examples include:



Can add:
-Agree to disagree/respect our differences
-Don’t yuck my yum
-Say “ouch” and “oops”
Teacher reviews the list with students.
Ask: Are there any other agreements you would like to add? (Record answers).
Continues: If you agree with these rules please give a thumbs up.
(Students should signify agreement either by giving thumbs up or have them each annotate the slide, or volunteers read back
each norm).

It is difficult to experience fear and curiosity at the same time. If you are curious or excited about learning, you will
actually become less afraid and more confident, as well as feel more positive about the content. You can practice “I
notice/I wonder” when you are having strong feelings during these lessons. Notice how you are feeling, and be curious
about why you are feeling that way.

Changes during Puberty Review:

Physical Changes of Puberty:
Get taller, weight gain, muscle growth (body physique changes)
Grow hair under arms, on legs, around genitals
Hair texture may change.
Hormones are raging, develop acne.
Voice changes.
Sweat starts to smell.
Spontaneous erections, nocturnal emissions/wet dreams (people who have a penis).
Grow breasts (people who have a vagina).
Menstruation (people who have a vagina).



Social Changes of Puberty:
May want to try more and riskier things.
More interested in being with friends.
May have more conflict with parents.
Start to become interested in others as more than friends/crushes.

Emotional Changes of Puberty:
Mood swings: you feel great one minute, then really sad or angry the next.
Anxiety and stress.
Intense feelings.
Feel self-conscious about how your body looks.
Might have hard time making up your mind/feel unsure a lot.
Feel “paranoid” like everyone’s looking at/talking about you.

Human Body Systems: Our bodies are amazing! The human body is full of incredible systems that work together in
sometimes surprising ways. Here are a few awesome facts about the human body:

-Bodies contain 7 octillion atoms (that’s 7,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000 atoms)
-Bodies contain 37 trillion cells
-Stomach acid can dissolve metal
-Your skin sheds every 2-4 weeks, which adds up to over a pound of skin per year
-Your eyes can distinguish millions of colors and your nose 1 trillion smells

Explaining how our bodies are made of body systems which are groups of organs and tissues that work together to
perform important jobs for the body. Puberty can affect nearly all of our systems.
Full description of each body system

https://biologydictionary.net/body-systems/


Where It All Begins:

How does it all happen?
• Pituitary gland (think of a “cherry pit” shape) which is located at the bottom of the brain sends out chemical
messages, called hormones, to get things started.

When does puberty happen?
• Changes of puberty happen at different times. Similar to a “personal alarm clock” no two clocks are set exactly the
same.

• Analogy: Ask students what time they set their alarm for or are woken up in order to get to school on time. Make the
connection that even though their alarms ring at different times they all eventually get to school.

• Timing of puberty is influenced by heredity, nutrition throughout childhood and physical activity levels.
• People who have a uterus usually experience puberty between 8-16 years.
• People who have a penis usually experience puberty between 10-18 years.
• Changes are generally complete by 18 for people with a uterus and 20 for people with a penis.

Hormones travel in the bloodstream, to different parts of the body
• People who have a uterus: hormones target glands called ovaries.
• People who have a penis: hormones target glands called testicles.
• Both of these glands are then signaled by these hormones to start making their own hormones.
• The ovaries start making hormones, one of which is called estrogen.
• The testicles start making a hormone called testosterone.
These hormones then travel in the bloodstream and tell other parts of the body to start changing. They cause changes
allowing children’s bodies to grow into adult bodies.

Hormones are sometimes described as chemical messengers. They stimulate certain parts of your body to do their job.
It is hormones that trigger puberty, and they also manage appetite regulation, hair and body growth, temperature, and
how our cells use nutrients. Hormones even regulate the chemicals our blood needs to stay healthy.



Puberty Is it True or Is it False: Explain to students that some of the questions are from our review of changes during
puberty and some are from other material we covered last year but will also cover next class.



Product Surprise Game (if time permits): Can always do this at the start of Day 2 Lesson.

This activity involves a bag of puberty-related items. Students typically take turns pulling, from an
shopping bag, products that people might start using when they go through puberty (e.g.,
deodorant, pimple cream, tampons, maxi pads, bra, razor, shaving cream, tweezers, OTC medication for menstrual
cramps, a hot pad, shampoo, soap, a journal, a phone, socks/athletic shoes). Instead, I will pull them out and display
them.

Instructions: You will be seeing items and products that someone might use once they start puberty. Take out one object
at a time. As each object is pulled out, ask the following questions:
a. What is this?
b. What is it used for?
c. Is there a body part that needs it? If so, which one?

Note: It can sometimes be challenging to find products that are not specifically marketed to men or women (e.g.,
shaving cream that comes in purple or pink containers versus red and black containers). Be sure to encourage thinking
outside of stereotypes. For example, if someone says, “That shaving cream is for girls because it is in a purple can,”
you may say, “Companies sometimes market their products specifically to one gender in order to make money because
gendered products usually cost more; however, the products are usually similar and anyone can use any product they
wish.” After all the products have been discussed, ask: “What did you learn during these activities? What surprised you
about the changes of puberty or the various products you saw? What emotional and mental changes happen during
puberty?”

Homework:



Grade 5 Lesson Two:
Topics: Reproductive Systems Anatomy, Nocturnal Emissions, Erections, Menstruation

Homework Shares:

Reproductive Systems Anatomy:

Puberty Vocabulary (putting this here also, it was linked on page 1 of these lesson plans):

Reproductive Anatomy of People Who Have a Penis:

https://docs.google.com/document/d/13WEGXOnPAyK7c3m3a69gZDQGeL-1VBHJVF9KcB64zyM/edit?usp=sharing


Erections/Nocturnal Emissions:

Reproductive Anatomy of People Who Have a Vagina:



Menstruation:

Menstruation is when the lining of the uterus sheds and comes out of the body through the vagina.
Some people call this “a period.” Someone will usually get their period once a month at roughly the
same time every month, but it may take 12-18 months after the first period before it becomes regular.
It is common and normal for teens to have irregular periods.

● It’s a normal part of growing up.
● It’s nothing to be scared of.
● During a person’s period, they lose a small amount of blood from their vagina.
● Typical blood loss is 1 – 6 tablespoons.
● People can use pads, tampons, or menstrual cups to catch the blood.
● About 50% of people who menstruate have cramps.
● Many ways to relieve cramps.
● Only last for a few days. Approx. 3-8 days.
● Period blood is red but can be pink, brown or black on lighter days.
● If you are worried it’s always good to talk with a trusted adult.



Test Your Knowledge:

Puberty Jeopardy: Each group can write their answers down and the teacher can award points to
each group if they got the answer correct.

Puberty Review Sheet (can print and use as a final activity)

Question Box Answers: Answer questions that were submitted last class.

Any Last Questions and Survey:

https://drive.google.com/file/d/17g0A07uRFNfeb3ZzQ1hCC5EfFb2YoBfW/view


National Sex Education Standards

The following standards are met through these lessons:
By the end of the 5th Grade, students should be able to:

● Distinguish between sex assigned at birth and gender identity and explain how they may
or may not differ.

● Explain the physical and emotional changes that occur during puberty.
● Make a plan for maintaining personal hygiene during puberty.
● Describe the role hormones play in human sexual development.
● Describe gender role stereotypes and their potential impact on self and others.
● Demonstrate ways to promote dignity and respect for people of all genders, gender

expressions and gender identities, including other students, their family members, and
members of the school community.

● Identify trusted adults, including parents and caregivers whom students can ask
questions about puberty, gender, gender-role stereotypes, gender identity and gender
expression.

Resources:

● Julie Fenn, Director of Health Education - Lexington Public Schools
● Alberta Health Services- Teaching Sexual Health
● The Great Body Shop - Growing Up
● FLASH Curriculum Puberty Day 1 Lesson
● FLASH Curriculum Puberty Day 2 Lesson
● AMAZE.ORG RESOURCE
● 3R'S WEBSITE FOR K-12 SEXUALITY

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZHtI9AGJoUOgRfcV5Kd3d7Q1jXvPqwqT/view?usp=sharing
https://kingcounty.gov/~/media/depts/health/family-planning/documents/elementary-school/may-2022/ES11-Puberty-1.ashx?la=en
https://kingcounty.gov/~/media/depts/health/family-planning/documents/elementary-school/may-2022/ES12-Puberty-2.ashx?la=en
https://amaze.org/
https://www.3rs.org/#:~:text=Rights%2C%20Respect%2C%20Responsibility%20builds%20on,health%20and%20make%20responsible%20decisions.

